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Monuments / Places / Statues / Temples 

 

1. Ramappa temple gets World Heritage tag 
The 13th century Ramappa temple in Palampet, 
Telangana, was recently declared as a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site by the World Heritage 
Committee (WHC).  
 
About Ramappa temple:  
● Built by Racherla Senapati Rudrayya, a 

general of Kakatiya king Ganapatideva, in the 
13th century.  

● The foundation is built with the “sandbox technique”, the flooring is granite and the pillars 
are basalt.  

● The lower part of the temple is red sandstone while the white gopuram is built with light 
bricks that reportedly float on water.  

 
What is sandbox technique?  
The technique involves filling the pit — dug up for laying foundation — with a mixture of sand 
lime, jaggery (for binding) and karakkaya (black myrobalan fruit), before the buildings were 
constructed on these ‘sandboxes’.   
● The sandbox in the foundation acts as a cushion in case of earthquakes.  
 
World Heritage Committee:  
The World Heritage Committee meets once a year, and consists of representatives from 21 of the 
States Parties to the Convention elected for terms up to six years.  
● The Committee is responsible for the implementation of the World Heritage Convention, 

allocates financial assistance from the World Heritage Fund and has the final say on whether 
a site is inscribed on the World Heritage List.  

● It examines reports on the state of conservation of inscribed sites and decides on the 
inscription or removal of sites on the List of World Heritage in Danger.  

 
How is a world heritage site protected?  
The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) seeks to 
encourage the identification, protection and preservation of cultural and natural heritage around 
the world considered to be of outstanding value to humanity.  
This is embodied in an international treaty called the Convention concerning the Protection of 
the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, adopted by UNESCO in 1972.  
 
Nomination process:  
1. A country must first list its significant cultural and natural sites into a document known as the 

Tentative List.  
2. Next, it can place sites selected from that list into a Nomination File, which is evaluated by the 

International Council on Monuments and Sites and the World Conservation Union.  
3. A country may not nominate sites that have not been first included on its Tentative List.  
4. These bodies then make their recommendations to the World Heritage Committee.  
 

2. Harappan City Dholavira Gets World Heritage 
Tag 

Dholavira in Gujarat has got the tag of a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/
https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/
https://whc.unesco.org/en/committee/
https://whc.unesco.org/en/committee/
https://whc.unesco.org/en/convention/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2020/01/14/the-case-of-dholivira-from-the-indus-valley-civilisation-presents-a-perfect-analogy-as-to-how-climate-change-can-increase-future-drought-risk-comment/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2021/05/20/unesco-world-heritage-sites-3/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2021/05/20/unesco-world-heritage-sites-3/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2021/05/20/unesco-world-heritage-sites-3/
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● It is now the 40th treasure in India to be given UNESCO World Heritage tag.  
● It is the first site of the ancient Indus Valley Civilisation (IVC) in India to get the tag.  
● Other than India, Italy, Spain, Germany, China and France have 40 or more World Heritage 

Sites.  
 
About Dholavira:  
1. It is a Harappan-era city sprawled over 100 hectares on Khadir, one of the islands in the Rann 

of Kutch.  
2. It dates from the 3rd to mid-2nd millennium BCE.  
3. One of the five largest cities of the Indus Valley Civilisation, Dholavira is located about 250 km 

from Bhuj.  
4. It has two seasonal streams, Mansar and Manhar.  
 
Distinct features:  
● After Mohen-jo-Daro, Ganweriwala and Harappa in Pakistan and Rakhigarhi in Haryana of 

India, Dholavira is the fifth largest metropolis of IVC.  
● The site has a fortified citadel, a middle town and a lower town with walls made of sandstone 

or limestone instead of mud bricks in many other Harappan sites.  
● It is known for its unique characteristics, such as its water management system, multi-layered 

defensive mechanisms, extensive use of stone in construction and special burial structures.  
● During the excavations, artefacts made of copper, stone, jewellery of terracotta, gold and 

ivory have been found.  
● Unlike graves at other IVC sites, no mortal remains of humans have been discovered at 

Dholavira.  
● Remains of a copper smelter indicate Harappans, who lived in Dholavira, knew metallurgy.  
● It was also a hub of manufacturing jewellery made of shells and semi-precious stones, like 

agate and used to export timber.  
 
Decline:  
● Its decline also coincided with the collapse of Mesopotamia, indicating the integration of 

economies.  
● Harappans, who were maritime people, lost a huge market, affecting the local mining, 

manufacturing, marketing and export businesses once Mesopotamia fell.  
● From 2000 BC, Dholavira entered a phase of severe aridity due to climate change and rivers 

like Saraswati drying up. Because of a drought-like situation, people started migrating toward 
the Ganges valley or towards south Gujarat and further beyond in Maharashtra.  

 

3. Sambandar:  
● Dancing child-saint Sambandar of 12th century belongs to Chola 

dynasty.  
● The National Gallery of Australia (NGA) has announced that it would 

return 14 works of art from its Asian art collection to India including 
Sambandar.  

● Sambandar was one of the nayanmars, a group of sixty-three saints 
active in South India from the sixth to the ninth century who were 
instrumental in popularizing the worship of Shiva through devotional poetry and song.  

 

4. Reclining Buddha 
On Buddha Jayanti (May 26), India’s largest statue of the 
Reclining Buddha was to have been installed at the Buddha 
International Welfare Mission temple in Bodh Gaya . The 
ceremony has been put off due to Covid-19 restrictions.  
 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2020/05/28/elucidate-key-features-of-indus-valley-civilisation-with-suitable-examples-from-prominent-archeological-findings/
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But, what does the statue of Reclining Buddha represent?  
A reclining Buddha statue or image represents the Buddha during his last illness, about to enter 
Parinirvana.  
Parinirvana is the stage of great salvation after death that can only be attained by enlightened 
souls.  
● The Buddha’s death came when he was 80 years old, in a state of meditation, in Kushinagar in 

eastern Uttar Pradesh, close to the state’s border with Bihar.  
 
Iconographic representation:  
The Reclining Buddha was first depicted in Gandhara art, which began in the period between 50 
BC and 75 AD, and peaked during the Kushana period from the first to the fifth centuries AD.  
● Statues and images of the Reclining Buddha show him lying on his right side, his head resting 

on a cushion or on his right elbow.  
● It is meant to show that all beings have the potential to be awakened and be released from 

the cycle of death and rebirth.  
Please note that the Buddha was against idol worship.  
 
Statues of Reclining Buddha outside India:  
Reclining postures are more prevalent in Thailand and other parts of South East Asia.  
● The largest Reclining Buddha in the world is the 600-foot Winsein Tawya Buddha built in 

1992 in Mawlamyine, Myanmar.  
● The Bhamala Buddha Parinirvana in Pakistan’s Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province, which dates 

back to the 2nd century AD, is considered the oldest statue of its kind in the world.  
 

Reclining Buddha in India:  
1. Cave No. 26 of the UNESCO 

World Heritage Site of Ajanta 
contains a 24-foot-long and nine-
foot-tall sculpture of the Reclining 
Buddha, believed to have been 
carved in the 5th century AD.  

2. Kushinagar, where the Buddha 
actually attained parinirvana, has 
a 6-metre-long red sandstone 
monolith statue of the Reclining 
Buddha inside the Parinirvana 
Stupa.  

 
Other depictions of the Buddha in 
India:  
1. At the Mahabodhi temple, the 

Buddha is sitting in the bhoomi-
sparsha mudra, where his hand is 
pointing towards the ground. It 
symbolises earth as being witness 
to his enlightenment.  

2. At Sarnath, where the Buddha 
gave his first sermon, the stone 
statue has a hand gesture called 
the dharma-chakra mudra, which 
signifies preaching. This is also the most popular depiction in India, along with the Bodhi tree 
depiction.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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3. The Walking Buddha is either beginning his journey toward enlightenment or returning after 

giving a sermon. This is the least common of the Buddha postures, and is seen mostly in 
Thailand.  

 

5. Miniature sculpture of the Buddha found in Udupi:  
The Buddha was found among debris removed from an abandoned well at Alembi in Udupi 
district in Karnataka.  
 
Description:  
● It is nine centimetres high, five centimetres wide and two centimetres thick.  
● The Buddha is seated on a lotus pedestal in Dharma Chakra Pravarthana 

Mudre.  
● Below the seat, six disciples are seated on either side of the Dharma Chakra.  
● The Lord wears clothes and ear-rings.  
● A small Ushnisha is shown on the top of the head.  
● In the back of the head, a beautifully carved round lobe is seen.  
● On the top corners, two Yakshas and, on either side of his back, two winged horses have been 

carved out.  
● The sculpture is in the Gupta style.  
 
Significance of the discovery:  
Traditionally, the ancient Tulu Nadu was said to be ruled by the Kadambas of Banavasi. The 
Guptas and the Kadambas of Banavasi had matrimonial relations. Hence, the discovery of the 
Buddha sculpture is not an uncommon thing.  
 
 
 

Dance / Music / Painting / Other Arts 
 

1. Madur mats 
Two women from West Bengal have been given the National Handicraft Award in recognition of 
their outstanding skills in making Madur floor mats that are unique to West Bengal.  
● An intrinsic part of the Bengali lifestyle, Madur mats are made of natural fibres.  
● Also known as Madurkathi, these mats are awarded the Geographical Indication (GI) tag by 

the Geographical Indication Registry in April 2018.  
● Madurkathi is a rhizome-based plant (Cyperus tegetum or Cyperus pangorei) found 

abundantly in the alluvial tracts of Purba and Paschim Medinipur.  
● In 1744, Nawab Alibardi Khan issued a charter to land-owning jagirdars in this regard, and as 

a result, it was obligatory to supply Masland mats for use in the Collectorate.  
 

  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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Festivals / Celebrations 

 

1. Tiwa tribe and Wanchuwa festival 
● This festival is celebrated by Tiwa tribesmen to mark 

their good harvest.  
● It comes with songs, dances, a bunch of rituals and 

people clad in their native attires.  
● The people of Tiwa tribe associate the bountiful 

harvest with the higher power from nature. This 
takes the form of pigs' skulls and bones which act as 
deities and are preserved through many 
generations.  

● Tiwa also known as Lalung is indigenous community inhabiting the states of Assam and 
Meghalaya and are also found in some parts of Arunachal Pradesh and Manipur.  

 

2. Bhumi Panduga:  
● These are celebrations marking the beginning of farm 

operations every year.  
● Celebrated by Koya tribes in Andhra Pradesh.  
● For men, hunting is mandatory as part of the festival. The 

catch is distributed among all the families in the hamlet 
equally during a feast every evening.  

● Usually celebrated in the month of June.  
 

3. Pulayar Community 
Two Tribal settlements (Kattupatti and Kuzhipatti) of Pulayar community within the limits of 
Anamalai Tiger Reserve in Tamil Nadu are gearing up for their annual festival of local deity 
Vairapattan.  
 
● The Pulayar, also Pulaya, or Holeya or Cheramar, are one of the main social groups found in 

Kerala, Karnataka and in historical Tamil Nadu or Tamilakam.  
● Pulayas are noted for their music, craftsmanship, and for certain dances which include, 

Kōlam-thullal (a mask dance which is part of their exorcism rituals) and Mudi-āttam or hair-
dance.  

● Mahatma Ayyankali (1863- 1941) was called as Pulaya King.  
 

4. Poson 
● Also known as Poson Poya, it is an annual festival held by Sri Lankan Buddhists celebrating the 

arrival of Buddhism in Sri Lanka in the 3rd century BC.  
● The focal point of the religious festival is the Buddhist monastic complex on the mountain of 

Mihintale, where Arahath Mahinda Thero preached Buddhism to one of the kings of Sri 
Lanka.  

 

  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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Personalities 

 

1. Sri Ramanujacharya 
1004th birth anniversary of Sri Ramanujacharya was observed on April 18, 2021.  
 
About Sri Ramanujacharya:  
● Born in 1017 CE in Tamil Nadu.  
● He is the most respected Acharya in the philosophy of Sri 

Vaishnavism.  
● He was also referred to as Ilaya Perumal which means the radiant 

one.  
● His philosophical foundations for devotionalism were influential to 

the Bhakti movement.  
● He is famous as the chief proponent of Vishishtadvaita subschool 

of Vedānta.  
● He wrote influential texts, such as bhāsya on the Brahma Sutras and the Bhagavad Gita, all in 

Sanskrit.  
 
What is Vishishtadvaita?  
● It is a non-dualistic school of Vedanta philosophy. It is non-dualism of the qualified whole, in 

which Brahman alone exists, but is characterized by multiplicity.  
● It can be described as qualified monism or qualified non-dualism or attributive monism.  
● It is a school of Vedanta philosophy which believes in all diversity subsuming to an underlying 

unity.  
 

2. Sant Kabir Das 
Kabirdas Jayanti, the birth anniversary of Sant Kabir Das is observed on Jyeshtha Purnima tithi. 
This year it was on June 24th.  
 
About Kabir:  
● Sant Kabir Das was a very renowned saint, poet and social 

reformer of India who lived during the 15th century. His esteemed 
works and poems describe the greatness and oneness of the 
Supreme Being.  

● He was a proponent of the Bhakti Movement.  
● He did not believe in any religious discrimination and readily 

accepted all the religions.  
● A religious community known as ‘Kabir Panth’ was founded by him and the members of this 

forum are referred to as ‘Kabir Panthis’.  
● Swami Ramananda influence: Kabir Das’ ideologies were greatly influenced by Vaishnava 

saint Swami Ramananda who accepted Kabir as his disciple.  
 
His famous literary works:  
● Bijak, Sakhi Granth, Kabir Granthawali and Anurag Sagar.  
● His verses are found in Sikhism's scripture Guru Granth Sahib.  
● The major part of his work was collected by the fifth Sikh guru, Guru Arjan Dev.  
The hallmark of Sant Kabirdas' work consists of his two line couplets, popularly known as 'Kabir 
Ke Dohe'.  
 

3. Maharana Pratap 
May 9 marks the birth anniversary of Maharana Pratap, the 13th Rajpur king of Mewar. 
Maharana Pratap was born in 1540 and died at the age of 56 in 1597. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
https://indianculture.gov.in/stories/life-sant-kabir-das
https://knowindia.gov.in/culture-and-heritage/medieval-history/bhakti-movement.php
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● He was the eldest son of Udai Singh II (founder of city of Udaipur).  
 
Battle of Haldighati:  
He is known for his bravery in the Battle of Haldighati. It was fought in 1576 between Maharana 
and the forces of Akbar led by Man Singh of Amber.  
● Rana’s forces were defeated in 6 hours. But the Mughals failed to capture him. Maharana re-

gathered his forces, fought and won against the Mughals after six years in 1582. Having faced 
a terrible defeat, Akbar stopped his military campaigns against Mewar after the battle.  

 
Legacy:  
● Rana Pratap’s defiance of the mighty Mughal empire, almost alone and unaided by the other 

Rajput states, constitute a glorious saga of Rajput valour and the spirit of self-sacrifice for 
cherished principles.  

● Rana Pratap’s methods of sporadic warfare was later elaborated further by Malik Ambar, the 
Deccani general, and by Shivaji Maharaj. 

 

4. Maharaja Ranjit Singh 
A nine-foot-tall bronze equestrian statue of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, the 
founder of the Sikh Empire, was vandalised in Lahore Fort recently.  
 
Ranjit Singh and Lahore:  
● Maharaja Ranjit Singh (1780-1839) seized Lahore in 1799 after he 

was invited to rule the city by its Hindu, Muslim, and Sikh elite.  
● He brought peace and security to Lahore and revived its economic and cultural glory.  
● He proclaimed himself maharaja of the Punjab in 1801, and proceeded to rule with religious 

tolerance for communities other than Sikhs.  
● He carried out repairs to the Lahore fort — which was built by Emperor Akbar.  
 
About Maharaja Ranjit Singh:  
● Ranjit Singh was born on November 13, 1780 in Gujranwala, now in Pakistan. At that time, 

Punjab was ruled by powerful chieftains who had divided the territory into Misls.  
● Ranjit Singh overthrew the warring Misls and established a unified Sikh empire after he 

conquered Lahore in 1799.  
● He was given the title Lion of Punjab (Sher-e-Punjab) because he stemmed the tide of Afghan 

invaders in Lahore, which remained his capital until his death.  
● His general Hari Singh Nalwa built the Fort of Jamrud at the mouth of the Khyber Pass, the 

route the foreign rulers took to invade India.  
● At the time of his death, he was the only sovereign leader left in India, all others having 

come under the control of the East India Company in some way or the other.  
 
Administration:  
● He also employed a large number of European officers, especially French, to train his troops.  
● He appointed French General Jean Franquis Allard to modernise his army.  
 
His empire included the former Mughal provinces of Lahore and Multan besides part of Kabul and 
the entire Peshawar. The boundaries of his state went up to Ladakh — Zorawar Singh, a general 
from Jammu, had conquered Ladakh in Ranjit Singh’s name — in the northeast, Khyber pass in the 
northwest, and up to Panjnad in the south where the five rivers of Punjab fell into the Indus.  
 
Architectural Contributions:  
● He turned Harimandir Sahib at Amritsar into the Golden Temple by covering it with gold.  
● He is also credited with funding Hazoor Sahib gurudwara at the final resting place of Guru 

Gobind Singh in Nanded, Maharashtra.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2019/06/28/maharaja-ranjit-singh-of-punjab/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://www.insightsonindia.com/2019/06/28/maharaja-ranjit-singh-of-punjab/&ved=2ahUKEwj9tfH-qMHyAhXRbCsKHaRGAcsQFnoECAQQAQ&usg=AOvVaw1A5vJ_bn_go5RRcZEUpmnx
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5. Hari Singh Nalwa  
Hari Singh Nalwa, a legendary Sikh commander, tamed the turbulent forces at play in Afghanistan 
and earned the reputation of the most feared Sikh warrior there.  
 
Who was Hari Singh Nalwa?  
1. He was a commander in Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s force.  
2. He remained Governor of Kashmir, Hazara and Peshawar.  
3. He defeated various Afghans and established control over various regions along the boundary 

of Afghanistan.  
4. He, thus, prevented Afghans from entering Punjab through Khyber pass, which was the main 

route to enter India by the foreign invaders from 1000 AD till early 19th century.  
 
Legacy:  
● Afghanistan was called the unconquered region and it was Hari Singh Nalwa who prevented 

Afghans from ravaging the North-West Frontier for the first time by taking control over 
several regions along the Afghanistan border and Khyber pass.  

● He had defeated thousands of Hazars, a tribe of Afghanistan, with less than three times their 
strength.  

For his bravery and ferocity, the government of India released a stamp on the name of Nalwa in 
2013.  
 
Battles in which he participated:  
1. 1807 Battle of Kasur (now in Pakistan): He defeated Afghani ruler Kutab-ud-din Khan.  
2. Battle of Attock (in 1813) Nalwa along with other commanders won against Azim Khan and 

his brother Dost Mohammad Khan, who fought on behalf of Shah Mahmud of Kabul and this 
was the first major victory of the Sikhs over the Durrani Pathans.  

3. 1818 Battle of Peshawar: Nalwa took control over Jamrud in 1837, a fort at the entryway to 
Afghanistan through Khyber Pass.  

 
What difference did these victories against Afghans make for India?  
Historians maintain that if Maharaja Ranjit Singh and his commander Hari Singh Nalwa would 
have not won Peshawar and the North West Frontier, which is part of Pakistan now, then this 
area could have been part of Afghanistan and the invasions of Afghans into Punjab and Delhi 
would have never stopped.  
 

6. Swami Vivekananda 
Death Anniversary- 4th July.  
 
About Swami Vivekananda:  
● He was a true luminary, credited with enlightening 

the western world about Hinduism.  
● He was an ardent disciple of Sri Ramakrishna 

Paramahansa and a major force in the revival of 
Hinduism in India.  

● He pushed for national integration in colonial India, and his famous speech remains as the 
one that he gave in Chicago in 1893 (Parliament of the World Religions).  

● In 1984 the Government of India declared that 12 January, the birthday of Swami 
Vivekananda, will be celebrated as National Youth Day.  

 
Early life- contributions:  
1. Born in Kolkata on January 12, 1863 in Kolkata, Swami Vivekananda was known as Narendra 

Nath Datta in his pre-monastic life.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://www.insightsonindia.com/2019/06/28/maharaja-ranjit-singh-of-punjab/&ved=2ahUKEwjhwpvTv9DyAhV-4nMBHRQgBIsQFnoECAUQAQ&usg=AOvVaw1A5vJ_bn_go5RRcZEUpmnx
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://www.insightsonindia.com/2021/08/21/mission-2022-insights-daily-current-affairs-pib-summary-21-august-2021/&ved=2ahUKEwjphZnfv9DyAhVy6XMBHSrsD1kQFnoECAUQAQ&usg=AOvVaw35ltvcjlTzorskxgl92s6x
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&rct=j&url=https://www.insightsonindia.com/2020/01/03/lord-curzon/&ved=2ahUKEwjwuaPqv9DyAhXf8XMBHaWYAhUQFnoECDUQAQ&usg=AOvVaw2yay3z8Yb608tegKE9VE2-
https://www.insightsonindia.com/2020/09/11/parliament-of-worlds-religions/
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2. He is known to have introduced the Hindu philosophies of Yoga and Vedanta to the West.  
3. Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose had called Vivekananda the “maker of modern India.” 
4. In 1893, he took the name ‘Vivekananda’ after Maharaja Ajit Singh of the Khetri State 

requested him to do so.  
5. He formed the Ramakrishna Mission in 1897 “to set in motion a machinery which will bring 

noblest ideas to the doorstep of even the poorest and the meanest.”  
6. In 1899, he established the Belur Math, which became his permanent abode.  
7. He preached ‘neo-Vedanta’, an interpretation of Hinduism through a Western lens, and 

believed in combining spirituality with material progress.  
 
Books written by him:  
‘Raja Yoga’, ‘Jnana Yoga’, ‘Karma Yoga’ are some of the books he wrote.  
 

7. Tipu Sultan 
● He was a ruler of the Kingdom of Mysore and the eldest son of Sultan Hyder Ali of Mysore.  
● In the wider national narrative, Tipu has so far been seen as a man of imagination and 

courage, a brilliant military strategist who, in a short reign of 17 years, mounted the most 
serious challenge the Company faced in India.  

 
Contributions of Tipu Sultan:  
1. Fought the first Anglo-Mysore War (1767-69) at the age of 17 and subsequently, against the 

Marathas and in the Second Anglo-Mysore War (1780-84).  
2. He fought Company forces four times during 1767-99 and was killed defending his capital 

Srirangapatnam in the Fourth Anglo Mysore War.  
3. Tipu reorganised his army along European lines, using new technology, including what is 

considered the first war rocket.  
4. Devised a land revenue system based on detailed surveys and classification, in which the tax 

was imposed directly on the peasant, and collected through salaried agents in cash, widening 
the state’s resource base.  

5. Modernised agriculture, gave tax breaks for developing wasteland, built irrigation 
infrastructure and repaired old dams, and promoted agricultural manufacturing and 
sericulture. Built a navy to support trade.  

6. Commissioned a “state commercial corporation” to set up factories.  
 
Why are there so many controversies surrounding him?  
There are concerns raised against Tipu Sultan on nearly every historical figure, perspectives differ. 
1. Haider and Tipu had strong territorial ambitions, and invaded and annexed territories outside 

Mysore. In doing so, they burnt down entire towns and villages, razed hundreds of temples 
and churches, and forcibly converted Hindus. 

2. The historical record has Tipu boasting about having forced “infidels” to convert to Islam, and 
of having destroyed their places of worship. 

3. The disagreement then, is between those who see the “Tiger of Mysore” as a bulwark against 
colonialism and a great son of Karnataka, and those who point to his destruction of temples 
and forced conversions of Hindus and Christians to accuse him of tyranny and fanaticism.  

 

8. Sree Narayana Guru 
August 23: Sree Narayana Guru Jayanti.  
 
Who was he? 
Sree Narayana Guru was a catalyst and leader who reformed the 
oppressive caste system that prevailed in society at the time.  
● He was born on 22nd August, 1856 in Chempazhanthy, a village near 

Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala.  
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● Belong to the Ezhava caste, Narayan Guru had experienced discrimination from the upper 

caste of society.  
● His philosophy always advocated social equality, education for all, and spiritual 

enlightenment.  
 
Significant Contribution for Society: 
● He gave the famous slogan “One Caste, One Religion, One God for All” (Oru Jathi, Oru 

Matham, Oru Daivam, Manushyanu).  
● In 1888, Narayana Guru consecrated the first temple of Lord Shiva, where an idol was 

ordinated by a non-brahmin in Aruvippuram village of Kerala.  
● His step sparked off the anti-caste revolution against the upper-caste Brahmin communities.  
● In one temple he consecrated at Kalavancode, he kept mirrors instead of idols. This 

symbolised his message that the divine was within each individual.  
● In 1903, he established the Sree Narayana Dharma Paripalana Yogam (SNDP) as the founder 

and president.  
● He had set up more than 40 temples across the state as an act of protest to permit lower 

caste people to enter temples.  
 
Contribution to National Movement: 
● He was in the forefront of the movement for universal temple entry and against the societal 

ills like the social discrimination of untouchables.  
● He provided the impetus for Vaikom agitation which was aimed at temple entry in 

Travancore for the lower castes.  
● He captured the essence of Indianness in his poems which highlighted the unity that lies 

beneath the world’s apparent diversity.  
 
Philosophy of Sree Narayana Guru: 
● Sree Narayana Guru became one of the greatest proponents and re-evaluators of Advaita 

Vedanta, the principle of non-duality put forward by Adi Shankara.  
● In 1913, he founded the Advaita Ashram at Aluva. This was an important event in his spiritual 

quest.  
● This Ashram was dedicated to a great principle – Om Sahodaryam Sarvatra (all men are equal 

in the eyes of God). 
 
Literary Works: 
He wrote various books in different languages. Few of them are: Advaitha Deepika, Asrama, 
Thevarappathinkangal, Brahmavidya Panchakam etc. 
 
Relevance of His Philosophy: 
Sree Narayana Guru’s philosophy of Universal Oneness has special relevance in the contemporary 
global context where the social fabric of many countries and communities are being eroded by 
hatred, violence, bigotry, sectarianism and other divisive tendencies. 
 

9. Ram Prasad Bismil 
Ram Prasad Bismil was born on June 11, 1897, in a nondescript village in 
Uttar Pradesh's Shahjahanpur district.  
● He was among the most notable Indian revolutionaries who fought 

British colonialism.  
 
Important organizations/works he was associated with:  
1. He was associated with the Arya Samaj from an early age.  
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2. Bismil along with Genda Lal Dixit, a school teacher from Auraiya, organised youth from 

Etahwah, Mainpuri, Agra and Shahjahanpur districts to strengthen their organisations, 
‘Matrivedi’ and ‘Shivaji Samiti’.  

3. He published a pamphlet titled ‘Deshwasiyon ke Naam’ and distributed it along with his 
poem ‘Mainpuri ki Pratigya’ on January 28, 1918. To collect funds for the parties, they looted 
government coffers.  

4. After conflicting views and growing resentment with the Congress party, he formed the 
Hindustan Republic Association which soon had leaders like Bhagat Singh and 
Chandrashekhar Azad.  

 
Events he was associated with:  
● He participated in the Mainpuri conspiracy of 1918.  
● On August 9, 1925, Ram Prasad Bismil along with companions Ashfaqulla Khan and others 

executed the plan of looting the train at Kakori near Lucknow.  
 
Ideology:  
His ideals of freedom struggle stood in stark contrast to that of Mahatma Gandhi and he would 
reportedly say “independence would not be achieved by means of non-violence”.  
 
Raj Ghat:  
He was hanged in the Gorakhpur jail on December 19, 1927 and cremated on the banks of Rapti 
river. The site later came to be known as Raj Ghat.  
 

10. Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay 
● He was a Bengali poet and writer.  
● He wrote the national song Vande Mataram.  
● His novel Anandamath — which was set in the background of the Sanyashi 

Bidroho (rebellion of monks in late 18th century) — is considered to be one 
of key works on Bengal’s nationalism.  

● His first Bengali fiction is called ‘Durgeshnondini’ published in 1865.  
● He also wrote other famous novels like Kapalkundala in 1866, Mrinalini in 

1869, Vishbriksha in 1873, Chandrasekhar in 1877, Rajani in 1877, Rajsimha 
in 1881 and Devi Chaudhurani in 1884.  

● He brought out a monthly magazine called Bangadarshan in 1872.  
● His first fiction to appear in print was the English novel Rajmohan's Wife.  
 
 
 

Awards / Institutions 
 

1. Dadasaheb Phalke Award:  
Rajinikanth has been conferred with the Dadasaheb Phalke Award for the year 2019.  
 
About the Award:  
● Dadasaheb Phalke award is India's highest award in cinema.  
● It is presented annually at the National Film Awards ceremony by the Directorate of Film 

Festivals (an organisation set up by the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting).  
● The award prize consists of a golden lotus, a cash prize of ₹10 lakh and a shawl.  
● The award is given to people for their "outstanding contribution to the growth and 

development of Indian cinema".  
● It was first presented in 1969. The first recipient of the award was actress Devika Rani, “the 

first lady of Indian cinema.”  
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International Efforts / International Events 

 

1. UNESCO world heritage sites 
Six sites have been added to India’s tentative list of UNESCO world heritage sites.  
These include:  

1. Maratha military architecture in Maharashtra.  
2. Hire Benkal megalithic site in Karnataka.  
3. Bhedaghat-Lametaghat of Narmada Valley in Madhya Pradesh.  
4. Ganga ghats in Varanasi.  
5. temples of Kancheepuram.  
6. Satpura Tiger Reserve in Madhya Pradesh.  

With the addition of these six sites, the UNESCO has 48 proposals in tentative list of India. 
 
What Next?   
These proposals will remain in the tentative list for a year after which the government will decide 
which one of them to push for in their final dossier to UNESCO.  
 
About World Heritage sites is already covered in previous Art and Culture Module. 
 
 

Historical Events 
 

1. Moplah martyrs and the rebellion 
Malabar Rebellion leaders Variamkunnath Kunhamed 
Haji, Ali Musaliar and 387 other ‘Moplah martyrs’ will be 
removed from the Dictionary of Martyrs of India’s 
Freedom Struggle as per the recommendations made by 
a three-member panel.  
 
What’s the issue?  
In the ‘Dictionary of Martyrs’, 
published by the Union Ministry of 
Culture in collaboration with the 
Indian Council of Historical 
Research, Variankunnath 
Kunhamad Haji and Ali Musliyar, 
the chief architects of the Moplah 
Massacre, were deemed to be 
martyrs. The book was published in 
2019.  
● However, a report by the ICHR-

constituted committee has 
sought the removal of names of 
387 ‘Moplah rioters’ (Including 
leaders Ali Musliyar and 
Variamkunnath Ahmad Haji) from the list of martyrs. 

 
Why?  
● The report describes Haji as the “notorious Moplah Riot leader” and a “hardcore criminal,” 

who “killed innumerable innocent Hindu men, women, and children during the 1921 Moplah 
Riot, and deposited their bodies in a well, locally known as Thoovoor Kinar”.  

The story of Pookkottur: The people 
of Pookkottur, which saw a crucial 
battle between the Moplahs and the 
British on August 26, 1921, as part of 
the Malabar Rebellion, use the name 
of the village as their surname. 
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● It also noted that almost all the Moplah outrages were communal. They were against Hindu 

society and done out of sheer intolerance. None of the slogans raised by the rioters were in 
favour of nationalism and anti-British.  

● Also, many ‘Moplah martyrs’ facing trial died from disease or natural causes, and could not be 
treated as martyrs.  

Thus, their names should be deleted.  
 
Who was Haji?  
● Born in the 1870s, he was a brave freedom fighter who stood up to 

the British in Kerala’s Malabar region in the early 20th century and 
even established a short-lived regime of his own.  

● He used art as an instrument to rally the locals against the British.  
● He promised support to the Indian National Congress and Khilafat 

movement against the atrocities of the British and the landlords.  
● For nearly six months, Haji ran a parallel Khilafat regime 

headquartered in Nilambur, with even its own separate passport, 
currency and system of taxation.  

 
How did his rule came to an end?  
The rule did not last long. In January 1922, under the guise of a treaty, the British betrayed Haji 
through his close friend Unyan Musaliyar, arresting him from his hideout and producing him 
before a British judge. He was sentenced to death along with his compatriots.  
 

2. Martyrs of various uprisings to be considered freedom fighters 
A three-member committee was appointed by the Indian Council of Historic Research (ICHR) to 
review the entries in the fifth volume of the ‘Dictionary of Martyrs: India’s Freedom Struggle 
(1857-1947)’.  
● The committee has recommended that Martyrs of the communist movement of Kerala, 

including the ones killed at the Punnapra-Vayalar, Kayyur, Karivelloor, and Kavumbayi 
uprisings, will remain as freedom fighters in the annals of India’s struggle for Independence.  

 
About the Punnapra-Vayalar uprising:  
● It was a militant communist movement in 1946 in the Princely State of Travancore, British 

India against the Prime Minister, C. P. Ramaswami Iyer and the state.  
● This was a proper struggle against the declaration of 'Independent Travancore' by the then 

Travancore.  
 
The significances of this revolt were:  
(a) It was a unique agitation where the working class rose against the government.  
(b) It saw the people of all classes up in arms against a common tyrant hence it dissolved class and 
religion distinction and induced unity among people.  
(c) It resulted in establishing democracy in the region and also gave a decisive turn to the politics 
of the state.  
 
Implications of the revolt:  
● Historians maintain this was a proper struggle against the declaration of ‘Independent 

Travancore’ by the then Travancore.  
● T K Varghese Vaidyan, a leader of the struggle, had gone on record saying it was a rehearsal 

for a larger revolution with the ultimate objective of establishing a “Communist India”.  
 
Kayyur Incident:  
● In 1940, peasants there under the leadership of communists rose against the two local jenmis, 

Nambiar of Kalliat and the Nayanar of Karakkatt Edam.  
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● Kayyur is considered the cradle of agrarian revolution in Kerala.  
 
The Karivellur uprising:  
It took place on December 20, 1946. The uprising was to fight the landlords who wanted to 
smuggle paddy from the village at a time of acute starvation.  
 

3. Renovated Jallianwala Bagh Complex 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi virtually inaugurated the renovated Jallianwala Bagh complex in 
Amritsar on August 28, 2021. 
 
Background: 
The monument was first opened by 
then President Dr Rajendra Prasad on 
April 13, 1961, as a tribute to the 
victims of the massacre on April 13, 
1919. 
 
The central government set up the 
Jallianwala Bagh National Memorial 
Trust on May 1, 1951. The Prime Minister is the chairman, and permanent members include the 
president of Indian National Congress, Chief Minister of Punjab, Governor of Punjab, Union 
Minister in charge of Culture, and Leader of Opposition in the Lok Sabha. 
 
What’s new at Jallianwala Bagh? 
● A 28-minute Sound and Light show re-enacting the events of April 13, 1919, will be shown 

every evening. A Salvation Ground has been built for visitors to sit in silence to honour the 
martyrs. 

● Several new sculptures of martyrs have come up. 
● Four new galleries have been created through adaptive re-use of underutilised buildings in 

the complex. The galleries depict the history of Punjab, history of the freedom movement, 
and the Gadhar movement. 

● It also has a sculpture of Guru Nanak Dev, Sikh warrior Banda Singh Bahadur, and a statue of 
Maharaja Ranjit Singh. 

 
Why is there a controversy regarding the latest revamp? 
● The Jallianwala Bagh has undergone several repairs and touch-ups over the years. But the 

narrow passage leading to the Bagh, had remained untouched for almost 100 years. While 
many other things changed, the thin entrance made of Nanakshahi bricks through which 
Dyer’s soldiers marched into the Bagh, continued to evoke the horrors of that day. In July 
2020, it was rebuilt into a gallery with murals, leaving no trace of the old passage. 

● The famous ‘Shahidi Khu’ or Martyrs Well, into which people jumped to escape the hail of 
bullets, is now enclosed in a glass shield — the decision has been criticised since it is 
perceived to restrict the view. 

 
About the Jallianwala Bagh incident is already covered in previous Art and Culture Module. 
 

4. Flag Satyagraha 
The Ministry of Culture on 18th June had organised a programme to observe the Flag Satyagraha 
in Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh.  
 
What is Flag Satyagraha?  
1. The Flag Satyagraha movement by the freedom fighters shook the British government and it 

infused a new life into the freedom movement.  
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2. Also called the Jhanda Satyagraha, it was held in Jabalpur and Nagpur in 1923.  
3. The news of flag hoisting in Jabalpur spread like fire in the country and after flags were 

hoisted at several places across the country.  
 
Significance:  
It is a campaign of peaceful civil disobedience that focused on exercising the right and freedom 
to hoist the nationalist flag and challenge the legitimacy of the British Rule in India through the 
defiance of laws prohibiting the hoisting of nationalist flags and restricting civil freedoms.  
 
Outcomes:  
The arrest of nationalist protestors demanding the right to hoist the flag caused an outcry across 
India.  
● Nationalist leaders such as Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, Jamnalal Bajaj, Chakravarthi 

Rajagopalachari, Dr. Rajendra Prasad and Vinoba Bhave organised the revolt and thousands 
of people from different regions traveled to Nagpur and other parts of the Central Provinces 
to participate in civil disobedience.  

● In the end, the British negotiated an agreement with Patel and other Congress leaders 
permitting the protestors to conduct their march unhindered and obtaining the release of all 
those arrested.  

 

5. Atlantic Charter 
The Atlantic Charter was a joint declaration issued during World War II (1939-45) by the United 
States and Great Britain that set out a vision for the postwar world.  
● First announced on August 14, 1941, a group of 26 Allied nations eventually pledged their 

support by January 1942.  
● Among its major points were a nation’s right to choose its own government, the easing of 

trade restrictions and a plea for postwar disarmament.  
● The document is considered one of the first key steps toward the establishment of the United 

Nations in 1945.  
 
What Was Included In The Atlantic Charter?  
The Atlantic Charter included eight common principles. This includes:  
1. The United States and Britain agreed not to seek territorial gains from the war, and they 

opposed any territorial changes made against the wishes of the people concerned.  
2. To support the restoration of self-government to those nations who had lost it during the 

war.  
3. People should have the right to choose their own form of government.  
 
 

Government Initiatives 
 

1. PRASHAD Scheme 
PRASHAD projects were recently inaugurated in Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh.  
● The inaugurated projects include a Tourist Facilitation Centre and operation of Cruise Boat 

from Assi Ghat to RajGhat.  
 
What is PRASHAD scheme?  
1. It is also called as the ‘National Mission on Pilgrimage Rejuvenation and Spiritual, Heritage 

Augmentation Drive’ (PRASHAD).  
2. It is a Central Sector Scheme fully financed by the Government of India.  
3. Launched by the Ministry of Tourism in the year 2014-15.  
4. Objective: Integrated development of identified pilgrimage and heritage destinations.  
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5. It includes infrastructure development such as entry points (Road, Rail and Water Transport), 

last mile connectivity, basic tourism facilities.  
 

2. Adarsh Smarak Scheme 
Monuments at Nagarjunakonda, Budhhist remains at Salihundam and Veerabhadra Temple at 
Lepakshi are identified as ‘Adarsh Smarak’ in Andhra Pradesh for providing additional facilities.  
 
About the Adarsh Smarak scheme:  
● Launched in 2014 for providing improved visitor amenities, especially for the physically 

challenged.  
● Implemented by the Ministry of Culture.  
● The civic amenities are being augmented at the protected sites under the scheme.  
● Archaeological Survey of India had identified 100 monuments as “Adarsh Smarak” for 

upgradation.  
 
Objectives of the Scheme:  
1. To make the monument visitor friendly.  
2. To provide interpretation and audio-video centers.  
3. To make the monument accessible to differently-abled people.  
4. To implement Swachh Bharat Abhiyan.  
 

3. Historic Urban Landscape Project 
Madhya Pradesh has launched UNESCO’s ‘Historic Urban Landscape’ project for Gwalior and 
Orchha cities of State.  
● The development and management plan of these cities will be prepared by UNESCO.  
● All aspects including history, culture, food, lifestyle, economic development, community 

development will be included in it.  
These places will now be jointly developed by UNESCO, Government of India and Madhya 
Pradesh by focusing on their historical and cultural improvement.  
 
Background:  
Gwalior and Orchha in Madhya Pradesh were included in the list of UNESCOs world heritage cities 
under its urban landscape city programme in December 2020.  
 
Gwalior:  
● Gwalior was established in the 9th century and ruled by Gurjar Pratihar Rajvansh, Tomar, 

Baghel Kachvaho and Scindias.  
● The memorabilia left by them are found in abundance in memorials, forts and palaces in the 

area.  
 
Orchha:  
● Orchha is popular for its temples and palaces and was the capital of the Bundela kingdom in 

the 16th century.  
● The famous spots in the town are Raj Mahal, Jehangir Mahal, Ramraja Temple, Rai Praveen 

Mahal, and Laxminarayan Mandir.  
 
About the ‘Historic Urban Landscape’ Approach:  
It was adopted in 2011 at UNESCO’s General Conference.  
● UNESCO defines HUL approach as an integrated approach towards managing heritage 

resources found within dynamic and evolving environments.  
● HUL acknowledges the interconnections within a city, which occur between the built and 

natural environments, the tangible and intangible values, as well as within the cultural and 
social practices of a community.  
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● The approach addresses the policy, governance and management concerns involving a variety 

of stakeholders, including local, national, regional, international, public and private actors in 
the urban development process.  

 
 

Language / Script / Inscriptions 
 

1. The history of Tulu and the demand for official language status 
Clamour grows for Tulu to be included in the eighth schedule of the Constitution and given 
official language status in Karnataka and Kerala.  
 
About Tulu language:  
● Tulu is a Dravidian language spoken mainly in two coastal districts Dakshina Kannada and 

Udupi of Karnataka and Kasaragod district of Kerala.  
● As per the 2011 Census report, there are 18,46,427 Tulu-speaking people in India.  
● Robert Caldwell (1814-1891), in his book, A Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian or 

South-Indian Family of Languages, called Tulu “one of the most highly developed languages 
of the Dravidian family”.  

● Tulu has a rich oral literature tradition with folk-song forms like paddana, and traditional folk 
theatre yakshagana.  

 
Eighth schedule to the Constitution:  
Part XVII of the Indian constitution deals with the official languages in Articles 343 to 351.  
The Constitutional provisions related to the Eighth Schedule are:  
1. Article 344: Article 344(1) provides for the constitution of a Commission by the President on 

expiration of five years from the commencement of the Constitution.  
2. Article 351: It provides for the spread of the Hindi language to develop it so that it may serve 

as a medium of expression for all the elements of the composite culture of India.  
Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Kannada, Kashmiri, Konkani, Malayalam, Manipuri, Marathi, 
Nepali, Oriya, Punjabi, Sanskrit, Sindhi, Tamil, Telugu, Urdu, Bodo, Santhali, Maithili and Dogri are 
the 22 languages presently in the eighth schedule to the Constitution.  
 

2. Mongolian Kanjur Manuscripts 
The Culture Ministry has informed that reprinting of about 100 sets of sacred Mongolian Kanjur 
will be completed by next year for distribution in the main centres of Buddhism in Mongolia.  
 
What is Mongolian Kanjur?  
In the Mongolian language ‘Kanjur’ means ‘Concise 
Orders’- the words of Lord Buddha in particular.  
● It is held in high esteem by Mongolian Buddhists 

and they worship the Kanjur at temples and 
recite the lines of Kanjur in daily life as a sacred 
ritual.  

● The Mongolian Kanjur has been translated from Tibetan. The language of the Kanjur is 
Classical Mongolian.  

 
Historical connection between India and Mongolia:  
● Historical interaction between India and Mongolia goes back centuries.  
● Buddhism was carried to Mongolia by Indian cultural and religious ambassadors during the 

early Christian era.  
● As a result, today, Buddhists form the single largest religious denomination in Mongolia. 
● India established formal diplomatic relations with Mongolia in 1955.  
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Background:  
India possesses an estimate of ten million manuscripts, probably the largest collection in the 
world. These cover a variety of themes, textures and aesthetics, scripts, languages, calligraphies, 
illuminations and illustrations. 
 

Miscellaneous 
 

1. Hazaras of Afghanistan:  
● Hazara is an ethnic group from Afghanistan.  
● They are believed to be descendants of the founder of the Mongol empire, Genghis Khan, and 

his army that overran the entire region during the 13th century.  
● Their distinct Asiatic features and use of a Persian dialect called Hazaragi also sets them apart 

from the rest of the country.  
 
Why in News?  
Their distinct Asiatic features and use of a Persian dialect called Hazaragi also sets them apart 
from the rest of the country.  
 

2. Chakmas and Hajongs:  
● Chakmas and Hajongs were originally residents of 

Chittagong Hill Tracts in the erstwhile East Pakistan. 
They left their homeland when it was submerged by 
the Kaptai dam project in t he 1960s.  

● The Chakmas, who are Buddhists, and the Hajongs, 
who are Hindus, also allegedly faced religious 
persecution and entered India through the then 
Lushai Hills district of Assam (now Mizoram). The 
Centre moved the majority of them to the North 
East Frontier Agency (NEFA), which is now 
Arunachal Pradesh.  

● Their numbers have gone up from about 5,000 in 1964-69 to one lakh. At present, they don’t 
have citizenship and land rights but are provided basic amenities by the state government.  

 

3. Khadi Prakritik 
● It is India's first paint made from Cow Dung.  
● The Paint has been launched with the twin objectives of increasing farmers' income and 

creating self-employment across the country.  
 

4. The Kanwar Yatra 
● It is a pilgrimage organised in the Hindu calendar 

month of Shravana (Saavan).  
● Saffron-clad Shiva devotees generally walk barefoot 

with pitchers of holy water from the Ganga or 
other holy rivers. The water is used by the pilgrims 
to wo rship Shiva lingas at shrines of importance.  

● Devotees carry the pitchers of holy water on their 
shoulders, balanced on decorated slings known as Kanwars.  

● In the Gangetic plains, the water is taken from pilgrimage sites such as Haridwar, Gaumukh 
and Gangotri in Uttarakhand, Sultanganj in Bihar, and Prayagraj, Ayodhya or Varanasi from 
Uttar Pradesh.  

● An important festival with similarities to the Kanwar yatra in North India, called the Kavadi 
festival, is celebrated in Tamil Nadu, in which Lord Muruga is worshipped.  
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